
Information for Authors 

1. We ask to send the articles to the following email address: redakcja@pes.sknfm.pl as 

attachments in .doc format (compatible with Word 97-2003). 

2. The articles have to be written in Polish, English (British Spelling) or German. 

3. The authors oblige that authors’ rights to the sent texts will be a result of their individual 

creative work and that the texts will not violate any rights of the third parties. 

4. The text should be written in Times New Roman font, size 12. 

5. Tables and charts have to be monochromatic and should be the MS Office objects. 

6. The titles and mid-titles should be as short as possible. 

7. All formulas have to be written down as Microsoft Equation objects. 

8. Tables, charts and formulas must preserve a continual numbering within the whole text. 

9. References to other works have to be put in a footnote, according to the following example:  

 

[...] In case of volume quotation system it is the appreciation that causes the increase of 

exchange rate – for a unit of appreciated currency we can now buy more units of foreign 

currencies1. 

                                                           
1 Gandolfo G., International Finance and Open-economy Macroeconomics, Berlin 2002, s. 7-8 
 

10. References to the Internet sources, similarly to the printed issues, should be located in a 

footnote, according to the following example: 

 
Góra M., Chłoń-Domińczak A., Bukowski M., Gaszenie pożaru benzyną, „Dziennik.pl”, 2 grudnia 2009 r. [access: September 
7th  2010 r.], http://wiadomosci.dziennik.pl/opinie/artykuly/103877,gaszenie-pozaru-benzyna.html   

 
11. At the end of the article should be a list of quoted bibliographical sources in alphabetical 

order, according to the following example: 
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2007. 
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